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We tried to build a music group with the 
university students and recent unemployed 
graduates, spent some amount in courses and 
prepared some songs. But we had to stop 
working with them because they could not 
submit the necessary documents for visa 
application. 

 

 

Interesting part of the BASE program was multimedia lecture about 
art Esperanto, which was developed in Bialystok as acommon 
language for all over the world. Cultural Heritage of Podlasie and the 
exhibition of the art works made by UTA seniors were also visitied
The first acquaintance with Polish culture started from guided 
sightseeing tour in the centre of Bialystok. Later Spanish, Turkish and 
Lithuanian participants visited the Suprail Monastery and the famous 
Icon Museum. Sunny days in Bialystok allowed visit beaut
river Narew with beautiful scenery and with manual ferry.

The partners of BASE spent three days together. Music, songs and 
dances jointed their together for the friendship and learning, jointed 
to know each other. The bridges of art connected the youth and 
seniors and take a chance to overthrow the stereotypes concerning 
age. 
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ArtBridge ArtBridge ArtBridge ArtBridge ––––    Four Nations on the SceneFour Nations on the SceneFour Nations on the SceneFour Nations on the Scene

The first performances “ArtBridge” started on the last summer
nations and four cultures united on the one scene in Bialystok. The 
participants from Alcala de Henares (Spain), Ankara (Turkey) and Kaunas 
(Lithuania) totally overcame more than 6000 km to Bialystok (Poland). The 
professional and amateur performers gave three music concerts to the 
Polish people. About 900 citizens came to the Hall of Regional Office and 
the Spodki Hall to see the spectacles. 

The partners of the project presented two joint performances, carefully 
prepared despite the enormous distances separating from each individual 
group of artists, in which each of the works were jointly executed by the 
partners. Also each country prepared their own program 
romances and dances. The Orquesta Ciudad de Alcalá gave for their 
listeners “Spanish Suit” written by Isaac Albéniz.

During the common concert Spanish musicians, Polish and Lithuanian 
seniors together played the Polish folk song “Hej, Mazury” in the Polish 
language, Lithuania folk song “Ridig dai, Ridig do” in Lithuanian la
and popular Spanish song “La Paloma” in the Spanish language. Two songs 
– “Yemen Türküsü” and “Uzun İnce Bir Yoldayı
partners from Turkey. “Ceremonial March of Turcs” was played by
musicians, Polish dancers and Turkish instruments. Also Polish ladies 
danced the popular Polish dance “Podlasiak”. The joint performance was 
finished by “Los Gavilanes” (music by Jacinto Guerrero).
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The first performances “ArtBridge” started on the last summer days. Four 
nations and four cultures united on the one scene in Bialystok. The 
participants from Alcala de Henares (Spain), Ankara (Turkey) and Kaunas 
(Lithuania) totally overcame more than 6000 km to Bialystok (Poland). The 
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The partners of the project presented two joint performances, carefully 
stances separating from each individual 

group of artists, in which each of the works were jointly executed by the 
partners. Also each country prepared their own program – national songs, 
romances and dances. The Orquesta Ciudad de Alcalá gave for their 

teners “Spanish Suit” written by Isaac Albéniz. 

During the common concert Spanish musicians, Polish and Lithuanian 
seniors together played the Polish folk song “Hej, Mazury” in the Polish 
language, Lithuania folk song “Ridig dai, Ridig do” in Lithuanian language 
and popular Spanish song “La Paloma” in the Spanish language. Two songs 
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finished by “Los Gavilanes” (music by Jacinto Guerrero). 
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Most of the participants are music teachers in the GloboDev Group. They put a lot of 
efforts preparing their music program. “We learned to work together to prepare Turkish 
songs for an international organization. We hadn’t worked as a music group before. We 
adapted the sound of folk music as polyphonic together”. 

“At first, we’ve learned to make decisions in a group. During the preparations in Ankara, it 
was not clear for us what kind of facilities we were going to have in Bialystok. Therefore, 
we selected the music which could be performed in various places. At second, we’ve 
learned to generate solutions in an international group. During the activities, all members 
of all partners from all generations made effort to go with the flow. Learning from 
countries is another opportunity because we worked, performed and participated in social 
activities”. 

Raising awareness was maybe the most important. Most of them noticed that their English 
level is adequate to communicate. Although the songs had different sounds and the lyrics 
couldn’t be understood by the other countries, the sense of music could be shared with all. 
“So we could understand more clearly that the feeling is more important than the 
language. Let’s say that we all grasped that the music is the only powerful tool which can’t 
be beaten by the other bridging tools”. 

Friendship 

Turkish team made friendships with all the countries, but Spanish 
people were closer. “We have never thought that the three activity days 
would be enough time to build a warm friendship with everybody. At 
first sight, the age gap may look like an obstacle. And we grasped once 
more that the music is a wonderful tool to bring together the people of 
different ages. And of course, the people of different countries.” 

The most surprising to musicians was the open music festival. 
According the participants from Turkey, “it was unbelievable to 
coincide with such a weekend full of music, with crowded people on 
the street or listening to a classical music at the two sides of a town 
hall.” 

Remembering the rehearsals in Bialystok they said that they 
encountered some problems. “There was no piano at the first concert 
place although it was needed not only for our performance but also for 
the Lithuanians. We had to adapt the sound of an electronic clavier to 
our music. And also, we couldn’t have a chance to do rehearsal at the 
stage as much as we liked, especially at the second concert place. So we 
had to overcome some microphone problems during the performance.” 

Although the musicians couldn’t do their rehearsals in a way that we 
planned, everybody was very kind to offer the stage and very helpful. 
“All the groups, especially the Polish singers and dancers had very 
traditional and colorful dresses, and the Lithuanian singers had very 
harmonious and proper”. 

 

New experience to do a performance as a part of an international projectNew experience to do a performance as a part of an international projectNew experience to do a performance as a part of an international projectNew experience to do a performance as a part of an international project    

Nine persons, from 26 to 50 years of age, presented unique music program in Bialystok and fixed a lot of impressive moments by 
photos and videos. 

Some of the participants had an international experience of concerts. But none of them had any experience to do a performance as a 
part of an international project. They had to solve the difficulties they faced with the friends from other countries. So, a common 
problem solving ability was created. The other skill is the awareness of communication in English. They noticed that the level of their 
English was suitable enough. And lastly, the level of information about different cultural songs and dances, beauties of Bialystok was 
widely. 

 

Feeling is more important than Language 
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Certificates 

 

Country Concert 

 

Common Spectacle 


